CASE STUDY

Perspective: A financial services open source success story delivering data analysis software for complex, real-time data sets
An Introduction to Perspective

Perspective is an interactive visualization component for large, real-time datasets, used to build reports, dashboards, applications, and more. It is a powerful set of tools in production use in 1,000’s of applications within J.P. Morgan including trader desktops - and is also completely open source. The Perspective project addresses the growing demand in financial services of making complex streaming data sets visually compelling and easy to use.

Making enormous amounts of data viewable and digestible is a pervasive challenge in financial services as is finding ways to make disparate tools and technology work together. Perspective helps address these widespread issues by supporting open collaboration through technology while providing user-driven data analytics and visualization. Together, this enables developers to help end users more quickly and accurately analyze data and meet client demands.

The decision to open source

Deciding to open source proprietary software is a big decision for any company but it’s a particularly big decision for a highly regulated organization with a global footprint and widely recognized brand. Before open sourcing Perspective, J.P. Morgan considered a number of important factors. (We won’t go through the full process but do highlight some key points below.)

Evaluate: Looking for a good open source candidate

Like many banks, J.P. Morgan has legacy software that still has significant value but needs to be updated in order to meet a changing technology landscape and client expectations. J.P. Morgan wanted to identify software that wasn’t considered their “secret sauce” but that was established, valuable across multiple areas of the firm and had the potential to leverage bleeding edge technology. They also needed to make sure that the software wasn’t so complicated that it would be impossible for other firms to adopt and make contributions to.

Identify: Valuable and ready for a revamp

Perspective was developed within J.P. Morgan by many developers over a number of years. The years of development and production
use by demanding clients yielded a robust, feature-rich, desktop application built in C++. Increasing demand for “portable” services and recent innovation in development languages, led J.P. Morgan to migrate the platform from desktop to web using WebAssembly. Because the underlying platform was very robust they could quickly move the “older” technology to more modern platforms, improving the user experience and attracting new developers and contributions.

**Prepare: Getting ready to open up**

As with most code originally designed and developed for internal use, it was essential to embark on some refactoring before entering the world of open source collaboration. In Perspective’s case this meant readying about 80,000 lines of code from the core engine for compilation to WebAssembly to make the software more accessible. Fortunately, this was a relatively quick process for the Perspective team who was able to conduct feasibility analysis and agree on the viability of the project within weeks and then go on to produce a fully working version of the refactored code within 6 months.

**Contribute: Open sourcing through FINOS**

The financial services industry has been slower to embrace open source collaboration than other industries, particularly when it comes to contributing to existing open source projects or open sourcing their own proprietary code. The Fintech Open Source Foundation (FINOS) was created specifically to help financial services innovate through open source so was a natural candidate for Perspective. FINOS worked closely with J.P. Morgan to provide an accessible, independent, well-governed, forum for collaboration on Perspective that welcomed contributors from within J.P. Morgan as well as from a wider, external community.

**Promote: raising the profile of financial services in open source**

The financial services industry has a history of innovating to deliver new products to clients, and technology has always played a large part in this innovation. By opening up their technology, J.P. Morgan is reminding the industry of some of the exciting work that takes place in financial services,

---

Perspective addresses common, but challenging, needs to represent large, high-speed, financial services data sets.
inviting talented engineers to collaborate on new technology that delivers value to its users. Open sourcing a visible project like Perspective has the added benefit of showing the thousands of developers within J.P. Morgan that this software is both available for their use and that it is possible to do more with open source.

Perspective continues to grow its open source footprint with new contributors getting involved on a consistent basis and a steady stream of new releases with exciting new features.

A contribution story

They met at a FINOS conference...Scott Logic first learned about the Perspective team’s open source work during an Open Source Strategy Forum (OSSF) presentation. This sparked an idea, a conversation, and ultimately a successful collaboration.

Scott Logic is a UK-based software consultancy and an active member of the FINOS open source community with deep experience in financial services. One of the open source projects that Scott Logic supports is D3FC, a collection of components that make it easy to build interactive charts with D3. So when individuals from Scott Logic saw a presentation on Perspective they identified clear synergies between elements of the software and their own work. The D3FC library seemed like a perfect fit for the Perspective plugin framework, with an opportunity to enhance the existing options for chart views.

The process of collaboration was a smooth and efficient one, which is a testament to the collaborative spirit and pragmatic approach of developers on both sides. In a nutshell the process went something like this:

1. Small teams from J.P. Morgan and Scott Logic had initial conversations to explore the value of a Perspective D3FC plugin. It turned out that J.P. Morgan had already been considering D3FC so there was strong alignment.
2. The teams had a few more meetings and Scott Logic became familiar with relevant parts of the Perspective code.
3. Scott Logic built a proof-of-concept (PoC) to prove out the idea at a high level and confirm interest with the Perspective team.
4. After J.P. Morgan accepted the PoC the two teams agreed on a development approach and established regular meetings to ensure that the new contribution could be seamlessly incorporated and then adequately supported moving forward.
5. Perspective’s plug-in model enabled the Scott Logic team to work independently, yet still collaboratively, making the process even more efficient.
6. After only a few months Perspective had a full integration with D3FC.

This successful collaboration resulted in the addition of the D3FC open source charting module to

Top tips for collaborating successfully...

- Establish a set of “shared rules” or an expected code of conduct between collaborators.
- Before submitting major changes, increase familiarity with the code and help establish a working relationship with existing developers by submitting bug fixes.
- Keep open lines of communication, sharing approaches and validating assumptions frequently.
- Start small with specific deliverables that provide value and keep building on those.
- Promote active knowledge sharing where you can. For example, in this collaborative effort the Perspective team implemented a new D3FC chart type on their own.
- Improve the documentation as you go making future contributions from new individuals even easier.
At Scott Logic, it’s always been important to us to be active contributors to the open source community, and our advocacy of open source in finance is demonstrated through our long-standing membership of FINOS. We were delighted to have the opportunity to collaborate so closely with J.P. Morgan on Perspective and D3FC, combining two great open source projects together in a way that resulted in an even better contribution to the community.”

- COLIN EBERHARDT, SCOTT LOGIC CTO AND BOARD MEMBER OF FINOS

Perspective. This has enabled developers to more quickly add new types of high-value charts for end users, such as candlestick charts and complex charting on dual axes.

A consumption story

They met at a FINOS conference. (Really, they did.) RBC Capital Markets was already thinking about different ways to help their users make sense of large data sets so when they saw Perspective it made sense to learn more.

RBC Capital Markets, like J.P. Morgan and every other investment bank, must help a wide range of internal users make sense of vast amounts of data, which often means adapting existing systems to leverage new technology. When introducing new software, technology teams must consider how to do this as seamlessly and quickly as possible while keeping costs down and considering security and support concerns. Choosing the right open source software can help firms achieve these goals.

After learning more about Perspective’s functionality and the technology behind it, a team within RBC Capital Markets made the decision to run a pilot in which they would implement several Perspective front-end components into an existing RBC Capital Markets production system. It was relatively straightforward for the team to download the software from the GitHub repository and they

Perspective makes it simple to build real-time & user configurable analytics entirely in the browser.
Delivering greater value together

This case study is a great example of collaboration in financial services actively taking place through open source. It highlights how the entire community can benefit, including:

- Growth in the developer community delivering new features and bug fixes in Perspective
- Wider adoption of and new features added to open source charting tool D3FC
- New visualization functionality quickly implemented, with minimal cost in trading software at another bank
- Developer collaboration across companies promoting new types of engagement and stimulating innovation

Given the high expectations of flexibility, speed, visualization, and usability in today’s financial landscape it makes sense to work together. As an open source solution, firms and individuals across the industry now have an opportunity to leverage this software as well as a chance to improve it even more.

Growth through open source

The Perspective project continues to benefit from new contributions from a growing community.

46+ contributors and growing
10+ new J.P. Morgan contributors from outside of the core development team
30+ individuals from outside of J.P. Morgan have contributed to the project
500 stars gained in 2020 YTD

These statistics are from August 2020.

found Perspective easy to work with. The RBC Capital Markets technology stack is fairly different to the Perspective technology stack so there were some challenges to overcome. The RBC Capital Markets team created a wrapper to streamline the implementation as much as possible.

Within only a few months of learning about Perspective, RBC Capital Markets had implemented new Perspective visualization tools into their existing trader desktop for a handful of pilot users to test. After receiving positive feedback they rolled these tools out to over 300+ users. The RBC Capital Markets team is now evaluating how to use Perspective in several more internal applications.

RBC Capital Markets found that Perspective is a useful tool to include in their overall strategy as it affords complex interactions with data with a relatively low learning curve. They enabled internal users to do more for themselves with reduced development overhead and accelerated time to market.

The open source community has become an integral part in driving innovation within the financial services industry, and it is important for our team to get involved and be a part of this collaboration. RBC is making strides in contributing to the open source community, and in the interim has been focused on improving our efficiency and competitiveness through adopting new tools, such as Perspective. Data visualization is at the forefront of our UI/UX strategy and Perspective integrates well into our workflow.”

- KIM PRADO, GLOBAL HEAD OF CLIENT, BANKING & DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY, RBC CAPITAL MARKETS
Perspective Features

Perspective makes it simple to build real-time & user configurable analytics entirely in the browser. Users can build reports, dashboards, notebooks, and other essential applications to make routine work more efficient. Some notable features (on the more technical side) include:

- Access to a wide range of common data structures, including time series, tabular, order book, and complex object structures, found across financial services, in both static and streaming forms.
- A fast, memory efficient streaming pivot engine written principally in C++ and compiled to WebAssembly.
- An embeddable, framework-agnostic configuration UI, based on Web Components, and a Web Worker engine host for responsiveness at high frequency.
- A suite of simple visualization plugins for some common JavaScript libraries such as D3FC and Hypergrid.
- A symmetric Python library with embedded Jupyterlab component.

About FINOS

FINOS (The Fintech Open Source Foundation) is a nonprofit whose mission is to foster adoption of open source, open standards, and collaborative software development practices in financial services. It is the center for open source developers and the financial services industry to build new technology projects that have a lasting impact on business operations. As a regulatory compliant platform, the foundation enables developers from these competing organizations to collaborate on projects with a strong propensity for mutualization. It has enabled codebase contributions from both the buy- and sell-side firms and counts 30+ major financial institutions, fintechs and technology consultancies as part of its membership. FINOS is also part of the Linux Foundation, the largest shared technology organization in the world.

Important Disclaimers: The Linux Foundation is not aware of any particular commercial relationship between the Perspective project contributors regarding their participation in the project. The Linux Foundation’s antitrust policy is available at https://www.linuxfoundation.org/antitrust-policy/.